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Dear Parents/Carers, 

On October 21st we intend to share with you your child’s termly targets. These are individualised targets and 
emanate from your child’s EHCP targets/outcomes. Staff seek to break those EHCP targets/outcomes down 
to manageable chunks and focus on them for the term. We do not identify these targets right at the 
beginning of the September term as we want to give the new staff team working with your child time to get 
to know your son and decide what they feel is the most pressing target is to focus upon. Once you receive 
these targets, do contact your child’s teacher should you have any questions relating to them. As always 
please support your child in making progress with that given target.  
 
This coming Monday is World Mental Health Day. As noted later in the bulletin various activities are planned 
to support our pupils in this vital area. Please do ask your child when they return home next week about 
some of the activities they did. It is becoming increasingly apparent that families being able to talk naturally 
about mental health issues can be hugely significant in ensuring the wellbeing of the whole family. 
Establishing a ‘normality’ about such conversations will prove beneficial both in the short and long term.  
 
For some time now, every time a child has a birthday that falls on a school day, our chef Adrian Clover bakes 
a birthday cake, and everyone enjoys a slice. This worked well in the past when there were far fewer 
children attending. However now that there are 75 pupils on roll, we are concerned about the amount of 
sugar and additives that we are giving our children.  
 

We have therefore taken the decision that from now on we will celebrate all the birthdays in a given week 
with one cake at the end of that week. Any child who celebrates a birthday that week will have their name 
written up on a whiteboard in the dining room. This new approach is currently being shared with pupils. 
(Sharing this with our pupils now seems a good time to do this as there are no pupils with birthdays on a 
school day in October.) We were keen to share our thinking with you, just in case your child raises this with 
you at home.  
  
Have a good weekend.  
 

Dafydd Roberts, 

 

Principal 

 

 

Friday, 7th October, 2022. Dates for your diary: 

Half term: 24th October to 28th October 2022 

INSET Day: Monday 28th November 2022 

End of term: 16th December 2022 
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Therapies and Interventions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Idiom of the Week’ 

The ‘Idiom of the Week’ for the week 

beginning Monday 10th October is: 

‘don’t see eye to eye’ meaning 

‘to disagree with someone’. I wonder if 

your child would remember what this 

means if you used this idiom at home...  
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Nova 

 

Our Monday learning trip to the Ashdown Forest was such a wonderful experience. The views 

across the Weald allowed us to reflect upon our prior learning of identifying land use and 

human or natural features. We tried to work out which way was north and next time we will try 

to use the maps to help us work it out. We followed our own instructions and those of others 

from our previous lessons in order to create our “fire”. This is ensured we were detailed and 

chronological in our instructions. The boys are developing some great awareness with their 

subtracting 4 digit numbers, borrowing where necessary and working together to solve 

problems. Well done boys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Pluto 

 

This week we have looking at grammar and punctuation to help us writing interesting 

descriptive sentences for our forthcoming story activities. We watched some interesting 

video clips to help bring this to life for us. 

The taster ‘Martial Arts’ session this week went well, with the boys trying a range of 

exciting activities. They listened carefully and followed instructions correctly. There 

was great teamwork going on whilst having lots of fun. 

We have been extending our prior knowledge of 2D shapes through looking carefully at 

their properties which involved seeing how many sides they had along with the numbers 

of corners (vertices) they had too. We have been working with a variety of equipment to 

support our work in this area. 
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Zephaniah 

Macbeth has continued to be our writing focus for English writing this week and all boys in Zephaniah class 
have created some wonderful figurative writing using metaphor, repetition, simile as well as exciting 
atmospheric vocabulary so a huge well done to everyone for their continued engagement. 
In maths this week we have been putting our knowledge of HCF, LCM to practice with prime factorisation 
in index form and then we have tackled some word problems- we worked together and supported our 
learning through group and team work. 
In geograpghy, we learned about flooding and how and why this occurrence in becoming more likely, in 
history we have been learning about life under the Normans. 
We took part in the West Sussex Music workshop on Thursday morning and learned two new songs along 
with the drumming rhythmns to accompany them. 
In DT we practised sewing techniques including running and cross stitch which we have thoroughly enjoyed 
once we got the hang of it. 
For PE we went back to Brighton for bouldering and are all making huge progress and really challenging 
ourselves and in science we have continued our investigations into forces and looked at air resistance and 
drag by making parachutes in two different sizes and timing their fall to prove that size does matter when 
it comes to resistance. 
All available to view on Tapestry 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Jupiter 

 

Jupiter had a really good trip to the Old Police Cell Museum.  
The boys got to dress up in old police uniform, go ghost hunting, go into cells and 
the dungeons. 
They learnt how the criminals were processed in the olden days.  
Jupiter have started to from a non - chronological report about Tudors crime and 
punishment.  
The boys have come up with some really good Titles and introductions. 
In maths, the boys have worked really hard on column subtraction and rounding.  
Well done to the boys for their hard work in art and using different drawing 
equipment to produce memories of their trip.  
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Titan 

First week of October has proved to be a successful one for the pupils in Titan. We 

have started reading our class reader Holes by Louis Sachar which the pupils have 

taken well; especially as the main character is a boy their age.  

In maths we have bene working on Place Value and played place value games, as well as 

working on core skills like adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing.  

The Titaneers have enjoyed making the cheese cakes this week and we have seen some 

great engagement in that lesson.  

We had the trial for Martial Arts this week and the pupils found the lesson highly 

engaging and fun, even though it was only 15 minutes.  

Most pupils in Titan enjoyed the walk yesterday, accompanied the picnic that they had 

in the Nymans woods.  

 
 

    

 

 

 

Saturn 

Yet another fantastic week in Saturn. The boys really are impressing us with how they extend their 
own play and develop so many skills. When challenged to make a bridge across the sandpit for 
animals to cross, the children decided to use dinosaurs instead, they incorporated maths, science, 
geography, history and DT in their play by counting, measuring, discussing physical and human 
features that were included in their creation. They sorted the dinosaurs by placing all the carnivores 
in pens and all the herbivores on the bridge. They were able to expain what  herbivores, carnivores 
and omnivores are. This play continued it’s development and some of the bloys planned their own 
stories which adults scribed for them. The following day, ‘Jurassic World’ was reinvented to lego 
land, again seeing some wonderful collaboration, turn taking, sharing ideas and problem solving. 
The children are working hard to listen to others and adapt their ideas to compromise. Yesterday 
the sandpit was transformed yet again, this time to minecraft! I wonder what it will be next? 
Our trip to the gym was another success, the boys are learning forward and backward rolls and 
balance and co-ordination. In art we have begun a project on African Savannah’s inspired by the 
work of Chloe Williams. We have learned how to print zebra, elephant, rhino and hippo skins which 
we will later use to collage onto our own savannah paintings.  
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Galaxy                   

On Tuesday one of our boys donated some clothes to the Crawley Open House 

Homeless Service. We had eight bags of clothes donated by Brantridge staff. This 

was gratefully received. We now have our very own Galaxy Sensory Room. This has 

been a great addition to our boys day. Monday is World Mental Health Day. Please, if 

possible, can the boys wear something yellow on Monday? We now have a Minion based 

‘what zone are you in?’ board and a balloon based birthday board. The boys have liked 

the colourful nature of these boards.  

 

 

 

 

       

Neptune 

 

This week in Neptune we have focused on letter writing - specifically formal letters. 

The boys have had a great time writing to the court, persuading the judge to let 

Stanley out of Camp Green Lakes because he is innocent. In math we have looked at 

inverse operations, the boys have done well to solve problems using written and 

mental maths. We made healthy banana pancakes in food tech which went down a 

treat and made bows and arrows in outdoor learning. Science was spent outside 

measuring the respective distance between the planets and demonstrating how fast 

they move around the sun by walking, running or jogging. Our crime and punishment 

topic helped the boys understand the modern rules, laws and punishments in the UK, 

while in geography we took a look at the different renewable and non-renewable 

types of energy. They boys spent some time at the park also and took a selfie in the 

tree. We have had a great week and look forward to more!                    
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Earth 

 

We have had a lovely week in Earth class this week! Our new goals arrived and Peter 
kindly agreed to help us put them together! In maths, we have been learning all 
about shape and on Thursday we followed instructions to build towers with 3D 
Shapes! In outdoor learning, we had great fun making bows and pretending to hunt 
stone age animals! 
 

    

Week 4 in Orwell Class… 

This week Orwell class have continued to study Macbeth and have been honing 

their acting skills in some freeze frames of the murder of Banquo. In maths we 

have been working on multiplication with the aid of Sum Dog as light relief.  

In science we explored the power air resistance and created homemade 

parachutes for a range of Lego paratroopers. We timed the descent of the 

parachute from the 1st floor to the ground and used that to draw scientific 

conclusions on how the size of polythene parachute canopy increased air 

resistance.  

In a cross curricular lesson, and very topical lesson, we investigated the 

importance of paying taxes from a citizenship point of view and the historical 

link with the Domesday Book. In Outdoor learning one of our students built a 

meditation area in the school grounds which was admired by the whole group. 

Ronnie and Ryan’s reward last Friday was to bake cookies at school, we will be 

celebrating more good behaviour this Friday.  

More detail and photos are available on Tapestry. 
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Outdoor Learning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Outdoor Learning this week Nova, Pluto and Earth classes followed their topic, and we went 

on a prehistoric animal hunt but first they got to make stone age bows to hunt with and after 

some practice, we crept around the outdoor learning area trying to find the animals, which was 

a lot of fun.  Titan, Neptune, Jupiter, and Galaxy classes also followed their topic crime and 

punishment we looked at the legend of Robin Hood and discussed whether it was right to break 

the law if you felt it was good? We then talked about how Robin Hood was portrayed as a great 

archer and with some support the boys' made bows 

 

Orwell & Zephaniah classes have continued to enjoy constructing 

their bases and showing how they can safely use various 

equipment safely and waterproofing with tarpaulin 

 

Year 7 

The John Muir Award 
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